The Seeming Enigma
of orth Korea
by Jeremy James

Given the sustained attention it is receiving in the news and its role to date in
escalating the apparent threat of nuclear war, we can be sure that N Korea will feature
in the Illuminati plan to bring about a New World Order.
We are meant to take seriously the 'threat' posed by N Korea. All of this has been
carefully worked out. The American public are being conditioned to believe that they
could be attacked at any time by this tiny, faraway, impoverished nation. How? With
nuclear devices delivered by intercontinental ballistic missiles.
As we have explained in earlier papers, nuclear bombs are a myth. It is impossible to
spontaneously convert matter into pure energy. E=mc2 is complete nonsense.
The great powers realized that, with the end of World War II, they would need a
serious and intractable threat to maintain a high degree of political tension between
'east' and 'west'. So the British and Americans came up with the idea of nuclear
warheads, explosive devices so deadly that they could destroy entire nations in fifteen
minutes. Once launched they couldn't be stopped. And the radiation released was such
that all life on earth could be entirely obliterated. (See our paper #76 for a detailed
look at this question.)
For God hath not given us the spirit of fear;
but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.
– 2 Timothy 1:7
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The Enemy uses fear to control mankind. It acts like a poison on the mind and heart of
the individual, invisibly eating away at his trust in God. Weakened in this way, the
'masses' are easy to control. After all, if the entire country could be wiped out in
fifteen minutes then we really must do everything our leaders tell us. They are our
only line of defense.

Another myth
The missiles needed to 'deliver' the nuclear warhead are also a myth. They exist, of
course, but there is no evidence that their range extends beyond a few hundred miles.
The further it has to travel, the more fuel the missile needs. But this increases the
payload and slows it down. They are similar to the rockets launched at Cape Kennedy,
where the 'first stage' falls away after its fuel is spent. This happens even before it
disappears from view. Since the fuel used is the same for all such devices – liquid
oxygen and a solid-fuel propellant, such as ammonium nitrate or potassium nitrate –
there is no way a missile (a flying obelisk in Illuminati symbolism) could travel all the
way across the Pacific and strike the US.
So, N Korea has neither a nuclear capability nor the means to 'deliver' a nuclear
warhead, even if one existed. The rumoured threat of an 'EMP' (electro-magnetic
pulse) attack, shutting down the US electricity grid, is equally nonsensical. (Of
course, the Elite could use saboteurs to shut it down from within and then blame a
mythical EMP attack. The public would likely believe whatever they are told by those
in authority.)

President Trump calls Kim Jong-un "rocket man."

The televised propaganda over the past 18 months or so, where a little fat man gets
very excited every time his missiles travel a bit further than their predecessors, is pure
hokum. It would be impossible for a small, impoverished country, lacking any
semblance of advanced technology, to produce significant improvements in missile
design in so short a time. The entire performance is nothing but propaganda, designed
to instil fear in western minds and convince the masses that this seemingly crazy little
man is intent on causing mayhem.
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Creation of a 'rogue state'
N Korea itself was a product of a war engineered by the Illuminati to heighten
western fears of the threat posed by Communism and to create a nation ruled by a
dynasty of introverted, power-hungry dictators. The US was vastly more powerful
than the N Korean forces during the Korean War but a series of strategic failures and
irrational military manoeuvres resulted in a stalemate, just as the Elite intended. This
allowed the rogue state to be created.
The Kim family were puppets installed by the British and Americans to run this
eccentric, insular regime. Working outside the UN structure, it could be used at any
time to ignite a major conflagration in Asia. Once the world became convinced of its
paranoia and unpredictability, there were really no limits to what it could threaten to
do. If one adds nuclear devices to the equation, the usefulness of such a nation in
Illuminati plans to ignite another World War becomes abundantly clear.

Hoax threats on a hoax globe.

For the powers that be, the biggest challenge when creating a major war is neither
military nor logistical. The biggest challenge is finding a way to make it seem
inevitable. This allows the politicians to blame circumstances beyond their control.
And nothing serves that purpose better than a rogue state and a couple of seemingly
unbalanced leaders.
All the Elite need to light the fuse is a suitable pretext, a violent incident which
seemingly destroys trust on both sides. This, too, must be carefully engineered.

The Winter Olympics
The coming Winter Olympics in Seoul are beginning to look like part of this longplanned scenario. Against all expectations, the N Koreans are sending a delegation of
22 athletes to participate. However, they are also holding an annual military parade in
Pyongyang on the day before the Games commence. This parade normally takes place
in April but for reasons which are still unclear, Kim Jong-un has decided to hold it
two months early. This means there will be a huge concentration of military equipment
and armed divisions in Pyongyang at the time the Games are taking place, just 120
miles from Seoul.
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Should their athletes fall victim to a terrorist attack, the N Korean army could be in
Seoul within hours. This would give the seemingly unbalanced President Trump –
another Illuminati actor in this deceitful game – the excuse he needs to invade N
Korea and evict the Kim regime.
Since the Games start on February 9, we will know very shortly whether the Elite
have chosen this option to kick-start their long-planned war. Perhaps it seems too
obvious – some commentators on the Internet have already adverted to the possibility.
On the other hand, it seems to fit very neatly into the timetable they have been
following since 2001. The world financial system is in an appalling state and has been
kept alive solely through a monstrous expansion in the money supply. When the
system finally crashes the Elite will need someone or something to blame. And, as
history has shown, war can be used to explain or justify almost anything.
They encourage themselves in an evil matter:
they commune of laying snares privily;
they say, Who shall see them?
They search out iniquities;
they accomplish a diligent search:
both the inward thought
of every one of them,
and the heart, is deep.
– Psalm 64:5-6
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